The Use of Fusion Images as a Diagnostic and Neurosurgical Planning Tool in Microvascular Decompression

Abstract
Preoperative assessment of surgery using high-quality images can help surgeons to achieve best result of treatment. With the advances in computer technology, interactive multimodality fusion images have been developed. The use of fusion images as a preoperative planning tool is described with its examples in illustrative cases of trigeminal neuralgia and hemifacial spasm microvascular decompression (MVD). Interactive computer graphics such as multimodality fusion method is a useful tool to preoperatively predict the need of bone exposure and configuration of blood vessels with its correlation to cranial nerves in MVD.
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Introduction
The advancement of science in the field of medical imaging up to this day has been tremendously fast. From the use of X-rays up to interactive fusion of images with the help of computer innovations, medical imaging has been giving a great support to medical service. Preoperative assessment of surgery using high-quality images can help surgeons to achieve best result of treatment. On this paper, the role of fusion images in the microvascular decompression (MVD) of cranial nerves is described.

Trigeminal Neuralgia
Trigeminal neuralgia is a syndrome of neuropathic pain, considered a debilitating condition, often described as “a fate worse than death,”[1] This condition is characterized by sudden, usually unilateral, severe paroxysmal lancinating pain in trigeminal nerve distribution. Trigeminal neuralgia has been described in detail in 1773 by Fothergill[2] and is classified into classic and symptomatic (or secondary). It is considered a rare condition with an annual incidence of 5.7/100,000 in women and 2.5/100,000 in men with a peak incidence in the fifth and sixth decades of life.[3]

The etiology of trigeminal neuralgia is an abnormal conduction within the trigeminal nerve. At the point just before where the trigeminal nerve enters the brainstem, a short segment of axons is unsheathed by myelin produced by oligodendrocytes. After a few millimeters, there is a transition area from centrally myelinated to peripherally myelinated axons (produced by Schwann cells), called Obersteiner–Redlich zone or the dorsal root entry zone. Pulsatile mechanical microtrauma, caused by veins or arteries, to this zone can lead to myelin changes causing abnormal conduction of nerves (ectopic impulse discharge, triggered after discharge, and cross-excitation), which related to clinical symptoms of trigeminal neuralgia. The ultrastructural changes can be seen intraoperatively as an indentation and discoloration.[4]

Trigeminal neuralgia has a differential diagnosis of other facial pain pathologies, such as postherpetic neuralgia, trigeminal neuropathic pain, multiple sclerosis, teeth and jaw problems, sinusitis, glaucoma, optic neuritis, migraine, cluster headache, and psychogenic. It is important to distinguish the type of pain, whether it is nociceptive or neuropathic pain, to establish the diagnosis of trigeminal neuralgia.

The treatment for trigeminal neuralgia can be classified into medication management (the...
initial treatment) and surgical management. Carbamazepine is the drug of choice in the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia with drowsiness, dizziness, constipation, ataxia, and syndrome of inappropriate diuretic hormone as its side effects. Other medications agents can be used are oxcarbazepine, gabapentin, lamotrigine, phenytoin, and baclofen. If the clinical condition does not respond with medication or there are severe side effects that cannot be tolerated by patient, surgical management may be advised.

The surgical management is classified into postganglionic and preganglionic surgery. Postganglionic surgery, which is usually done in a percutaneous way, consists of various techniques: radiofrequency rhizotomy, glycerol rhizotomy, and balloon compression. Although there is some evidence regarding the efficacy of those techniques, postganglionic surgery has high incidence of facial sensory loss and motor weakness. Preganglionic surgery for trigeminal neuralgia is known as MVD. MVD was first performed by W. James Gardner in 1950 and subsequently refined and popularized by P. Janneta. MVD is a well-known effective modality to treat trigeminal neuralgia.[6-7]

Hemifacial Spasm

Hemifacial spasm is an uncommon disorder. Patients usually presented with involuntary paroxysmal movement of ipsilateral face. This disorder is also considered caused by the compression of facial nerve or secondarily by brainstem damage[8] by vascular structure at the root exit zone (REXZ), which can be relieved by repositioning of the offending vascular structure, which is primarily related to arterial compression (posterior inferior cerebellar artery, anterior inferior cerebellar artery [AICA], or vertebrobasilar artery). Hemifacial spasm has the same pathophysiology with trigeminal neuralgia but has a difference in the position of lesion. For hemifacial spasm, the place of neurovascular contact is on the REXZ. Contacts that are not at the REXZ are considered irrelevant to the hard flaccid syndrome.[10]

This disorder has a prevalence of around 10/100,000 in the total population, and the true number might be higher caused by underdiagnosis, misdiagnosis, and absence of population-based data.[11] Hemifacial spasm has differential diagnosis of facial tic, ocular myokymia, and blepharospasm.[12]

The treatments of hemifacial spasm are medications and local administration of botulinum toxin into the involved facial muscles and surgery. Botulinum toxin can be used as it offers an alternative treatment to surgical therapy,[12] but this drug has its limitations as it needs to be repeated every 3–6 months causing high economic cost.[13] MVD for hemifacial spasm caused by ectatic vertebral artery compressing the facial nerve can be treated by vertebral artery pexy technique (suturing the superficial vessel wall to dura).[13] MVD is an effective modality to treat hemifacial spasm[6,7] and can be considered as a cure.[9]

Methods

The fusion images technique was done and the images were acquired from all patients who were operated in Fujita Health University – Banbuntane Hotokukai Hospital, Japan. Fusion images were made and acquired in Imai Clinic, Nagoya, Japan. To acquire fusion images, in our institution, patients have to had brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Phillips Intera®, 1.5 Tesla) and computed tomography (CT) angiography (Philips Brilliance® 64 slices), and then the data in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine are fused in a workstation (Fujifilm® Vincent© Ver. 3.0) [Figure 1]. The use of fusion images was described in illustrative cases.

Operative Technique

Under general anesthesia, a left park bench position and suboccipital retrosigmoid approach is used. The need of head rotation depends on which cranial nerve need to be approached. For approaching a trigeminal nerve or vestibulocochlear complex, the vertex is kept in parallel to the floor. For approaching facial nerve or lower cranial nerves, the vertex is dropped 15° toward the floor as mentioned by McLaughlin et al.[14] The head is fixed with head frame and pins. In our institution, a curvilinear incision is used starting from 1 cm behind hairline extending to three fingerbreadths medial from mastoid notch and ends at paramedian line just at the hairline.

A 3 cm × 3 cm craniectomy or craniotomy should be done exposing the transverse sinus, sigmoid-transverse junction, sigmoid sinus, and pars squamosal of the occipital bone. All bleeding should be controlled using coagulation, bone wax, or hemostatic agents because it will make further procedure difficult. Dura is opened in a Y-shaped fashion to protect sinus.

The first step after opening dura is to slightly retract cerebellum and open the cisterna magna to let cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) egress slowly. Dissection then can be continued laterally following the arachnoid and identify lower cranial nerves that runs to jugular foramen. Depends on the location of lesion, further dissection can be continued to identifying cranial nerve (CN) VII and CN VIII that runs to internal acoustic meatus, and CN V can be identified by its course supero-antero-lateral to the Meckel’s cave. Frequently, indentation of offending vessel can be seen on the cranial nerves. The configuration of the offending vessel can be imagined and a pre-planned surgical approach using multimodal fusion images. MVD can be done in interposition or transposition fashion. In interposition, Teflon pledges are used to hinder the cranial nerve from vascular structures. Vascular patency after placement of Teflon pledges is confirmed using ICG and endoscope. Dura is closed in watertight fashion, bone flap replaced and fixated, and skin closed with subcutaneous sutures and stapled.
Illustrative Cases

Case 1
A 50-year-old male consulted from a pain clinic with V2/V3 trigeminal neuralgia. The patient had taken carbamazepine and pregabalin for around 3 years and could not bear the side effects of medication. Three-dimensional (3D) CT reconstruction [Figure 2] had been done and showed SCA and AICA as the possible offending vessels. MVD of the CN V was indicated.

Case 2
A 42-year-old male presented with a history of hemifacial spasm for about 20 years. The patient had not taken any management of hemifacial spasm, medication, or surgery before he agreed to undergo surgery. Contact of AICA to the facial nerve was found on the preoperative assessment using fusion images [Figure 3].

Case 3
A 57-year-old male consulted from pain clinic with V3 trigeminal neuralgia and hemifacial spasm for about 4 years. The patient still had the symptoms although he had taken carbamazepine 1200 mg and gabapentine 600 mg daily. There was a history of botulinum toxin administration. A dolichoectasia of vertebral arteries was found and showed compression of the left 5th and 7th cranial nerve [Figure 4]. MVD of the CN V was indicated.

Discussion
From the early days when X-rays was founded by Wilhelm Rontgen, and used in the field of medicine, in 1895,[15] the publication of axial CT scans by Hounsfield,[16] MRI machine by Lauterbur in around 1973,[17] and the introduction of computer-assisted diagnosis in the 1980s,[18] imaging technology has extensively developed. Recently, the idea of interactive visualization using multimodal fusion images, a branch of computer science, is still being studied and tuned in search of new modality in medical imaging. [19] 3D images from multiple modalities used in interactive visualization provide spatial information that would be useful in the management of patients, especially in the field of surgery where preoperative planning is very important to understand any encountered important structures even before making the incision.

The principle of MVD was first described by Dandy[20] and further popularized by Jannetta[21] as an effective form of treatment in the cranial nerve. Evidence suggests that MVD is the best surgical modality which is effective, low recurrence rate, and nondestructive for the treatment microvascular compression.[22] Reports have shown that MVD is useful in the treatment of microvascular compression of the optic chiasm,[22‑25] abducens nerve,[26] glossopharyngeal neuralgia,[27,28] positional vertigo,[29] cochlear nerve syndrome,[30] hemifacial spasm,[6,7] intractable singultus,[31] and vascular compression to lower cranial nerves.[32]

The process of visualization by fusing multiple modalities images is named interactive computer graphics or fusion images.[19] This technique has been used in the
treatment of trigeminal neuralgia,[33] brainstem cavernous malformations,[34] spinal lipoma, or tethered spinal cord.[35] The usefulness of interactive computer graphics has been discussed in this paper with its association with MVD of cranial nerves. By using this technique, one can make diagnosis, hazards and landmark identification, and preoperative surgical planning.

Fusion images technique is also beneficial in other fields of surgery. The idea of using multimodality images and fusing them into one could be used for navigation in tumor surgery (tumor removal, stereotactic biopsy, and identification of important structures surrounding the resection area) and reconstructive surgery. This technique could also be used as a postoperative evaluation. By using volumetric rendering, one could evaluate whether surgery has successfully decompressed a nerve (in MVD), percentage of tumor removal, and results of reconstructive surgery.

**Conclusion**

Interactive computer graphics using multimodality fusion method is a useful tool to preoperatively predict the need of bone exposure and configuration of blood vessels with its correlation to cranial nerves in MVD.
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